functioning in the world. Rhys depicts Julia's attempt to coopt the clock's power to control and her failure to either control or escape its force.
In Good Morning, Midnight, Rhys returns to the first person voice to narrate the experience of Sasha Jansen. Older than the other protagonists, she has lived through trials and traumas like theirs, and more. She is crippled by sadness, poverty, loneliness, and hopelessness.
Sweeping, life-altering affairs are in Sasha's past, and while memories of them bleed into her experience of the present, the men in her life now are a creepy commis voyageur [traveling salesman] who haunts the landing of her hotel and a Canadian gigolo named René. In this novel, the realm of clockwork expands to include more modern representations of technology. The scale of technology and failure expand concurrently. Here, the clockwork woman emerges fully and terribly.
The above summary of the novels does not follow their dates of publication, but rather the ages of their protagonists from youngest to oldest. Placing the novels in this slightly Flynn 4 unconventional order allows us to trace a narrative arc that emerges beyond the individual texts, an arc that demonstrates Rhys's structural innovation on the level of genre. It also puts in relief the different measures of time that populate these novels. Rhys depicts a woman's struggle to survive in the modern world, against the sadistic power of men, poverty, and society, as a battle against time. The novels' driving force is a journey within the protagonist's mind, one which resists linear chronology, drifts from past to present and back again without clear delineation. As the narrator of After Leaving Mr. Mackenzie describes Julia, "Her mind was a confusion of memory and imagination," and this description could just as easily apply to Anna, Marya, and Sasha (12). However, Rhys's work with temporality is not limited to her mode of narration. Her novels respond on many levels to the dramatic overhaul in the conceptualization of time that was taking place around her. As we glimpsed in the beginning of this essay, time and the machines that organize it are important structural components in Rhys's novels. The novels reflect the complicated relationship between temporality and modernity in a uniquely concrete way-they are filled with clocks. Clocks appear on countless walls and mantelpieces, and her prose is saturated with literal references to what time it is (the opening words of Quartet are "It was about half-past five…" (5)). 2 Rhys repeatedly deploys clocks, as metaphors, concrete objects, and plot devices throughout these novels. Their striking presence invites us to explore the figure of the clock, to investigate its symbolic function and, most importantly, to recognize its structuring power within modernism in general and Rhys's work in particular. In The Culture of Time and Space, Stephen Kern articulates the dominant modernist view of temporality: "The thrust of the age was to affirm the reality of private time against that of a single public time and to define its nature as heterogeneous, fluid, and reversible" (34). Rhys's novels ultimately reject this perspective. Her protagonists' may cry out for heterogeneous, fluid, and reversible time, and her narrative certainly utilizes these modernist methods of portraying personal experience. But, in the end, clock time suppresses any attempts to resist its dominance. between private or lived time and public or clock time. Rhys's interwar novels deftly negotiate this dichotomy.
The physical and philosophical developments in theories of time prompted historical changes that forcefully impacted not only the public discourse, but also the logistics of everyone's day-to-day life. For instance, in 1884, the Prime Meridian Conference established Greenwich Mean Time. Prior to this, time differed from region to region, from one city to the next, which meant that people had no way of measuring the passage of time for them in relation to others. This heterogeneity of time became particularly problematic as train travel became more common. The local time system made it very difficult to create schedules, timetables, to know when to expect a future arrival or departure. Once Greenwich Mean Time was established, Flynn 6 the trains, and everything else, ran on world time. Furthermore, it gave all individuals the implicit directive that they should be moving in sync with everyone else around the globe.
This move evinced the West's consolidation of power over the world, and it is no accident that the standard of world time was located in England, the seat of the British Empire.
An explicit exercise of this dimension of power appeared on the home front in 1914 when British
Parliament passed the Defence of the Realm Act, a set of laws that increased the government's control over the nation and its resources during the First World War. They understood that their citizens were a primary resource and that power could be wielded over them through the manipulation of time. The Act established British Summer Time, extending the hours of sunlight available for workers and thereby increasing production. In 1915, an addendum to the act attempted to control the sale and consumption of alcohol among civilian populations-it reduced the hours of operation for public houses across the country, thereby curtailing a main source of citizens' recreation. From these few examples, we can see the historical confluence of the shift in philosophical and technological thought regarding time and its logistical ramifications.
It would seem that, the more prominently the new world clock figured in the public imagination, the more cultural figures sought to represent the individual experience of private time. As Kern argues, "The introduction of World Standard Time created greater uniformity of shared public time and in so doing triggered theorizing about a multiplicity of private times that may vary from moment to moment in the individual, from one individual to another according to personality, and among different groups as a function of social organization" (33). Bergson's theories of the dynamic inner experience of time and modernist fiction's experimentation with stream of consciousness narration are prime examples of the opposition posed to homogenous, public time. As they observed the world extending outward, relying more and more on external representations of time, many writers turned inward, focusing on the internal, subjective While many modernist authors seek to represent their characters' experience by narrating the inner life to the exclusion of the outer world, Rhys offers her readers keen insight into her characters' inner lives by using the quintessential representation of external time as a vehicle for representing subjectivity. The figure of the clock structures her narrative. Just as the hands of the clock keep moving round and round, so each novel depicts the relentless cycles of her characters' experience. These cycles, which primarily align with the protagonists' romantic relationships, are comprised of manic swings followed by bouts of crushing depression. 4 Their repetition imbues the novels with a sense of inevitability. Despite their movement, the cycles within each individual novel demonstrate a kind of stasis, a mechanical repetition from which the protagonists cannot escape, despite their ability to anticipate its events. They provide intimate, individualized portraits by representing the private, unruly, and heterogeneous experience of time. However, as we saw earlier, there is a way in which these four novels work together as a unit. Read together, they form a cycle of novels-a series of unruly, a-chronological records of experience that together provide a progressive trajectory, an overarching narrative of a woman moving through various stages of life.
Rhys once described the "big idea" in Voyage in the Dark as "Something to do with time being an illusion…the past exists-side by side with the present, not behind it; that what wasis" (Wyndham and Melly 24) . This idea recurs in the other books as well. Within a novel, each cycle of a protagonist's life is contaminated by memories of similar cycles from her past.
Likewise the reader's experience with a novel from this cycle will be permeated by any others she has read. This structural parallel, between each novel's cycles and the cycle of novels, provides the reader with a striking mimeticism. The novels depict the frustrating and confusing experience of their protagonists in form as well as in content. Each of Rhys's protagonists feels In Quartet, Rhys explicitly links a repetitive cycle with the movement of a clock. Midway through the novel, Marya has become obsessed with her lover, Heidler. She is trapped in a love triangle with him and his wife.
The little clock on the table by the bed was ticking so loudly that Marya got up and shut it away in a drawer. But she could still hear it, fussy and persistent. Then a train gave a long piercing shriek and she sighed…The mechanism of her brain got to work with a painful jerk and began to tick in time with the clock.
She made a great effort to stop it and was able to keep her mind blank for, say, ten seconds. Then her obsession gripped her, arid, torturing, gigantic, possessing her utterly as the longing for water possesses someone who is dying of thirst. She had made an utter mess of her love affair, and that was that. She had made an utter mess of her existence. And that was that, too. (117) Marya admits, with off-handed resignation, that her existence, composed of a series of love affairs like this one, is "an utter mess" and there is nothing to be done about it. We see a microversion of the repetitive cycle in the second paragraph; every ten seconds she thinks of Heidler, keeps her mind blank, then thinks of him again. The inevitability of this cycle persisting seems clear.
What is striking here is not only that the cycle persists, but that it ticks to the rhythm of a clock. Marya draws a parallel between the ticking clock and her nagging obsession with Heidler. Heidler is figured as an effort to pause time, even for, as she says, "ten seconds," each second of course indicated by a tick of the clock. Second, the sound represents a connection between the mechanical elements of a clock and somatic elements of the body. Our everyday speech recognizes a connection between the clock and the human; the words we use to describe the parts of a clock are "arm," "hand," or "face." In the passage above, Rhys specifically refers to
Heidler's "hard and self-contained" face (118). The tick is another example of this link, "spoken"
by the machine and heard by the ear. This aural link recurs in the other novels, delineating critical territory in the protagonists' struggle with the external, temporal powers that seek to exert control over them.
By framing Marya's capitulation in terms of her sexual relationship with Heidler, Rhys emphasizes the centrality of gender roles in this power struggle. 5 The narrator says that it "was right and proper" that Marya should lose this battle (117). She needed to be broken down and assimilated into her proper role in society, and Heidler was the man to do it. The sameness Marya fears resurfaces in the form of a stereotype that she reviles and yet fulfills: "he was forcing her to be nothing but the little woman who lived in the Hôtel du Bosphore for the express intimacy, or an expression of affection, but rather her transformation into something that could be controlled (118). She critiques herself for having "'No self-control'"-Heidler stepped in and filled that gap (117). The gender dynamic in this relationship and the struggle for control against the clock put the body at the center of a tug of war and we will see the potential danger of this in our discussion of After Leaving Mr. Mackenzie and Good Morning, Midnight. Here the struggle against Heidler and the clock that symbolizes him is a struggle to maintain her own humanity, to resist transforming into a non-autonomous machine.
From Quartet's depiction of Marya's mechanical metamorphosis, we see the power that clocks and clock-like objects can wield over the human mind. Marya's ability to think and act independently ceases as the ticking takes over: "She never reacted now. She was a thing" (123).
Her thoughts and emotions become like clockwork: "Little wheels in her head that turned perpetually. I love him. I want him. I hate her [Heidler's wife]. And he's a swine. He's out to hurt me. What shall I do? I love him. I want him. I hate her" (124). The punchy rhythm of these sentences, the monosyllabic words repeated over and over, mimic the sound of a clock ticking.
These wheels in her head turning over and over are like the repetitive cycles in her life, redundant yet overpowering. Despite their repetitive nature, despite her desire to resist, she cannot withstand them.
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The desire to resist the clock's power morphs into a desire to prevail over time. A scene from Voyage in the Dark suggests Anna's naïve play for this kind of control. On her first date with Walter, Anna recoils from his sexual advances in a moment of panic, and then immediately regrets her reaction: "I thought, 'If it could go back and be just as it was before it happened and then happen differently'" (23). This is Anna's plan for improving her situation-to turn back time. Her plan for escaping the painful monotony of her life in the West Indies was to move to England. After a short time in England, she complains about its undifferentiated landscape and customs: "You were perpetually moving to another place which was perpetually the same" (8) .
Her plan for escaping England's dreary monotony is to be with Walter. Here, Anna's plan embraces the same-ness she has consistently tried to escape; now she wants it to "be just as it was." But by visiting this same moment a second time, she anticipates a different result, "if it could go back…then happen differently." Anna does not simply mention the possibility of a different future; she clings to it as if it were her only chance to survive. She continues: "Soon he'll come in again and kiss me, but differently. He'll be different and so I'll be different. It'll be different. I thought, 'It'll be different, different. It must be different'" (24). Her desperate insistence is unnerving. It demonstrates her frantic desire to be able to alter her circumstances, to control the events of her life. At the same time, it demonstrates her inability to do so. In fact, the way she expresses this frantic desire for difference is by repeating the same word over and over-it creates more sameness. Her concept of time renders her powerless to change her future.
The older protagonists in Rhys's novels accept that it is futile to insist on a different A church clock chimed the hour. At once all feeling of strangeness left her. She felt that her life had moved in a circle. Predestined, she had returned to her starting-point, in this little Bloomsbury bedroom that was so exactly like the little Bloomsbury bedroom she had left nearly ten years before. And even the clock which struck each quarter in that aggressive and melancholy way was the same clock that she used to hear.
Perhaps the last ten years had been a dream; perhaps life, moving on for the rest of the world, had miraculously stood still for her. (67) Rhys's narrator directly refers to the inevitable cycles of repetition in Julia's life-she feels like she has moved in a circle, returned to her starting point and furthermore, that this return was predestined, cosmically inevitable. Julia observes that sameness and repetitive cycles go hand in hand. The bedrooms are "so exactly like" each other, the clock's chime is "the same" as the one she heard before, despite the ten year gap between the two moments she describes. While sameness incited Anna to desperation, Julia's experience of sameness evokes a kind of mystical pleasure. This reaction is indeed surprising. Julia ran away from home and eloped to escape a room "exactly like" this one and never planned to return again. It would only be natural to characterize her present situation as a depressing return to a painful past, an indication of ten wasted years of struggle and suffering. Why, then, has "all feeling of strangeness" suddenly left her? According to her, it is the clock. In Voyage in the Dark, Anna's plan for creating a different situation with Walter was to go back in time. Here, Julia feels like the chiming clock has Flynn 13 miraculously procured this means of escape by essentially sending her back in time and holding her there, suspended, as life proceeds for everyone else. She imagines that the last ten years of her life have been erased and, instead of reliving her future differently, she imagines that her future ceases to exist.
The clock is the mechanism that enables Julia to make sense of her experiences over the past ten years, to acclimate herself to the present moment, and to escape a feeling of strangeness, even if only for a moment. Central to this epiphanic moment is Julia's attempt to measure her experience of time and align her experience of it with clock time. She seeks to put her experience in relation to others. Historically, clocks, especially church clocks like this one, served to connect the lives of anyone who could hear its chime. Each day, time would pass in increments marked by the clock's chime. The clock would chime to alert townspeople that it was time for a church service or public meeting to begin, to tell them when to wake up and when to go to sleep. Even before clocks were technologically advanced enough to chime on their own, sextons would be hired, often by wealthy townsmen, to manually chronicle the hours passing. Historian E.P.
Thompson documents the words of a seventeenth century man who donated funds to ensure the clock would ring in the morning and evening: "'that as many as might live within the sound might be thereby induced to a timely going to rest in the evening, and early arising in the morning to the labours and duties of their several callings…'" (63). From this statement we see the fine line between coordinating and controlling the lives of the townspeople and how early this confluence began to be institutionalized. For having lived in Westminster-how many years now? over twenty,-one feels even in the midst of the traffic, or waking at night, Clarissa was positive, a particular hush, or solemnity; an indescribable pause; a suspense (but that might be her heart, affected, they said, by influenza) before Big Ben strikes. There! Out it boomed. First a warning, musical; then the hour, irrevocable. The leaden circles dissolved in the air. (4) Big Ben creates continuity in her life. For over twenty years, she has been able to count on a particular sensation in anticipation of its chime, no matter where in the city she happens to be, no matter what the time of day or night. Variations on this description of its sound ("First a warning, musical; then the hour, irrevocable. The leaden circles dissolved in the air") recur throughout the novel, underscoring its dependability and reiterability. She believes not only that she feels this way, but that "one feels" this way-it unites her to the rest of the people in Westminster in a
common experience, what she describes as a sacred moment of suspense before the clock strikes. She must telephone now at once. (128) Flynn 16 Woolf has used Big Ben to literally time Clarissa's thoughts. She has created a scaffolding in her novel that allows her to offer a quantitative measure of Clarissa's subjective experience, at least in terms of duration. The reader knows that, within the world of the novel, it took Clarissa two minutes to think through this paragraph because the second clock strikes two minutes after Big
Ben. In other words, the clock's presence in the novel is not purely metaphoric.
This passage does more than compare two clocks; the "other clock" stands in for
Clarissa. Ultimately, Woolf puts Clarissa's experience of time in relation to an unmoving, unchangeable measure of public time. Clarissa identifies with the other clock. Grammatically, the female pronoun "she" refers to the clock, but as the passage expands on what "she must remember," it slips into a description of Clarissa. The she-clock does not occupy the urban space where majestic and solemn lawmaking occurs and, by extension, does not occupy the place of prominence held by Big Ben any more than Julia does; it merely comes "shuffling in" in response. Likewise, Clarissa's work, unlike her husband's, takes place within the domestic sphere. She must take care of all the "odds and ends," the little, things like "glasses for ices," that make her parties a success. Although her activities may always be relational, even secondary to the realm of Big Ben, she creates meaning for herself and her life upon hearing this clock. At the end of this paragraph she breaks out of her metaphoric reverie and moves to action-she will telephone at once.
The clock in Rhys offers no such solace to Julia. It does not secure a place for her within society, but permanently excises her from it. It does not lead her thoughts to action, but rather to stasis. That clock's "aggressive and melancholy" tone excludes Julia from its world without suggesting a real alternative. In her imagination, it puts her activities in relation to the rest of the world, but in this scenario, the rest of the world moves forward and lives while she stands still.
Rhys's clock triggers pure fantasy and the delusion that the fantasy is both real and for the better.
The novel continues to track this painful break from reality in terms of clocks.
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After this passage in After Leaving Mr. Mackenzie, clockwork begins to falter-as mechanical images begin to proliferate, so do instances of mechanical failure. While Julia is still in London, her Uncle Griffiths sees her walking down the street:
As she walked she jerked herself from side to side, in the manner of a woman who is tired and no longer young walking on very high heels. People turned round to look at her.
Uncle Griffiths thought: "Now what will become of her, I wonder?" And, with decision, he crossed over to the other side of the street." (139) To the outside observer, Julia does not appear to be in control of her body. She jerks from side to side like a malfunctioning machine. This malfunction is clearly linked to her position as an aging female, a woman without the resources of youth or money to make her attractive to others. Note the stipulation "in the manner of"; while it is likely that Julia is literally tired, no longer young, and wearing high heels, the language of this passage implies that there is not an exact equivalence. In other words, there is a figurative level to her jerking from side to side. She is going through the motions of her day in a mechanical manner, like clockwork, but there is evidence that her clock is winding down. Julia imagines that she has derailed the progress of time; she does not recognize her break from reality. Rhys uses images of failing clocks to simultaneously depict Julia's internal experience and external reality.
The evidence of Julia's malfunction may be clear to Uncle Griffiths and others on the street, even to the reader, but Julia herself feels quite differently. Uncle Griffiths poses the rhetorical question "Now what will become of her, I wonder?" but his decision to cross the street implies that he anticipates disaster. Julia, however, has moved even further out of sync with the rest of the world. The narrator tells us that, "As she walked, Julia felt peaceful and purified, as though she were a child. Because she could not imagine a future, time stood still" (140). It is striking that Rhys uses this mental movement into the past to indicate Julia's psychic break.
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Rhys's word "purified" recalls a passage from Bergson's Matter and Memory in which he envisions how a psychologist might treat a patient like Julia: "Our perceptions are undoubtedly interlaced with memories, and, inversely, a memory…only becomes actual by borrowing the body of some perception into which it slips. These two acts, perception and recollection, always interpenetrate each other, are always exchanging something of their substance as by a process of endosmosis. The proper office of psychologists would be to dissociate them, to give back to each its natural purity" (67). Of course, the purity that Julia imagines is not one of psychic clarity.
When Julia hears the church clock chime and imagines that time stood still for her, she retreats further into the past, into childhood. It is not the chance for a different future that brings her comfort, as it did for Anna in Voyage in the Dark, rather it is the elimination of any future at all.
A perpetual, non-durational present; living in limbo. Paradoxically, the consequence of her imagined temporal stasis seems to be the experience of having moved further into the past.
Childhood becomes yet another framework for ceding control and responsibility for her life.
Despite her stated desire to break away from the forces controlling her life, such male power figures, her fantasy of living as a child nonetheless submits her to the jurisdiction of those power figures even as it imagines itself free of them.
Julia does not feel on the brink of doom, as Uncle Griffiths supposes, but rather exempt from any future, menacing or otherwise. She reacts to the people on the street as a child would, "not suspiciously or timidly, as was usual with her, but with a gentle and confident expression" (140). This idyllic point of view, however, underscores her lack of synchronicity with the rest of the world. Readers know that she is not a child, but a middle-aged woman, and just because she cannot imagine a future, does not mean that time is standing still. The more she clings to the clock as the mechanism for escape from the world's temporality, the more her disjunction from reality grows. Rhys's clock figures become more extreme and their failure more exaggerated to illustrate this widening gap.
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In the next chapter, Rhys offers the most explicit depiction of Julia's faulty clockwork.
After a dinner date with her latest lover, Mr. Horsfield, they end up, much to his chagrin, at a dance hall. As he watches her on the dance floor, he observes:
Her body looked abandoned when she danced, but not voluptuously so. It was the abandonment of fatigue.
Mr. Horsfield lowered his eyes moodily, so that as Julia and her partner passed his table he saw only her legs, appearing rather too plump in fleshcoloured stockings. She seemed to him to be moving stiffly and rather jerkily. It was like watching a clockwork toy that has nearly run down. (148) A reference to childhood recurs here, but instead of a joyful image, we see a neglected toy. With this image, Rhys depicts Julia's experience of reverting to childhood and how the logic of that notion breaks down. Horsfield observes the same exhaustion and jerkiness that Griffiths saw. He even notices how Julia's body seems to be at odds with her clothing-for Griffiths it was shoes whose heels were too high and here it is stockings that appear too tight. Furthermore, like Griffiths, he believes Julia to be at the end of something, nearly out of time.
Unhappy with his malfunctioning date, Horsfield claims to need cigarettes and, as she begins to dance again, he runs off to find "an automatic machine" (148). After all the references to clockwork mechanics throughout the preceding pages, and particularly after the image of Julia as a clockwork toy that needs to be wound up, it is striking that Horsfield runs from her in search of an automatic machine. Horsfield's instinct upon encountering Julia's faulty equipment, much like Uncle Griffiths's, is to run away. He goes in search of a machine that does not require his assistance, one that functions automatically. Rhys offers another example of the protagonist's lover moving on, into the future, where he will find another lover, a newer model. Eventually, however, Horsfield does return to Julia at the dance hall. When he approaches her and indicates that he is ready to leave, "she laughed so hysterically that he was taken aback" (148). Her contradicts the first two definitions of the word (i.e., a machine capable of independent motion versus a person incapable of independent action or thought). (7) (8) Just as there is a historical connection between clockwork and automatons, there is an explicit connection between clockwork in Rhys's earlier novels, and the figure of the automaton in Good Morning, Midnight. Picking up on Kang's third and contradictory definition of automaton, it is also worth noting the connection between the word automaton and autonomous-both derived from the Greek αὐτόνομος, meaning independent or living by your own laws. This third definition mirrors the contradiction we noted earlier between Julia's desire to remain in the present and retreat into the past, to be free and be a child. Again Rhys uses a clockwork figure to illustrate her protagonists' social liminality and their struggle for control and independence. The introduction of the automaton follows from the tug of war over the body that we witnessed between Marya and the bedside clock in Quartet. For Sasha, imagining that her body has been transformed into a machine that simulates a human allows her to maintain her sanity. Rishona
Zimring reads a parallel defense mechanism in Sasha's (and the other female protagonists') cosmetic practice. She compares the women's "cosmetic mask" to Georg Simmel's "intelligence" or Freud's stimulus shield: "A kind of dulling head-over-heart stance with which the urban dweller protects himself from his overly stimulating, even violent, surroundings…a protection against and an assimilation of the shocks of modernization; it signals a technologization, which is a hardening, of the body" (230). I observe an even more literal version of Zimring's technologization. Sasha imagines that she extracted her emotions, the weapons that failed Marya, and replaced them with unnatural, mechanical elements. In a desperate attempt at self-preservation, Sasha aligns herself with the cold, controlling clock that Marya struggled to resist.
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Sasha becomes a clock alongside her own life-both the experience and the measure of it-a dangerously insular configuration. Rhys uses first person point of view for this novel, creating a more insular narrative. Despite her claim that being an automaton enables her to function in the world, the novel clearly demonstrates an anxiety about the dangers of technology, an internal tension between whatever is left of her will and the external forces that try to control her, forces she claims to have internalized voluntarily. After being fired from yet another job, Sasha wanders back to her hotel and the bleak future that she foresees. "Now, quiet, quiet…This is going to be a nice sane fortnight. 'Quiet, quiet,' I say to the clock when I am winding it up, and it makes a noise between a belch and a giggle" (33, original ellipses). She tries to quiet the voices in her head that are feeling desperate, panicky, insane. She picks up the clock and winds it, another attempt to exert control. Winding the clock literally enables her to control tomorrow's schedule, to ensure that her measure of the moments passing is regulated, accurate. Figuratively, the clock stands in for her; winding it is the equivalent of her command to be quiet. She repeats the same imperative, "quiet, quiet," but now the words appear in quotation marks indicating that she speaks them aloud. She tells the reader that she is speaking to the clock. Her own words underscore the equivalence between herself and the clock-she wants both to obey her instructions and to remain in control. In response to her command, however, the clock, "makes a noise between a belch and a giggle." The sounds it makes are human, bodily, and involuntary. It cannot contain itself; it cannot be quiet. It cannot clearly articulate thought or emotion. Its response is nonverbal and confused, not purely somatic like a belch, nor hyper-emotional like a giggle, but somewhere in between. Like Julia's inappropriate, hysterical laughter in After Leaving Mr. Mackenzie, this clock displays an unexpected tick.
It seems that Sasha, while recognizing the benefit of being a clockwork automaton, also recognizes its inherent danger. Rhys explores this tension throughout the novel by thematizing an anxiety about technology and the future. While all four novels depict a fear of the future, in
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Good Morning, Midnight that fear becomes historically specific. Rhys made an uncharacteristic choice to set this novel in a specific, identifiable year: 1937. This is the year that the
International Exposition dedicated to Art and Technology in Modern Life took place in Paris.
This event, which Rhys dubs the Exhibition, is a prominent feature of the novel. In Good Morning, Midnight, the desire for autonomy in the face of masculine and/or mechanical machinations, as we observed on a personal, individual level in Quartet, expands to a global scale. The controlling clock that symbolized Heidler's weapons against Marya now represents modern weapons that threaten entire nations. Rhys portrays Sasha's anxiety about a malevolent, techno-centric future with two dream sequences that bookend the novel. It is significant that Rhys stages this anxiety in Sasha's dreams. While, on the one hand, the public realm of technology expands, on the other hand, the personal realm turns inward. Vicki
Mahaffey notices a similar trend earlier in the novel: "What has happened on a global scale is being repeated in the private realm of individual consciousness: the dominant conception of human nature has changed" (188). This move parallels growing distance between the public and private dimensions of time. Rhys's use of dreams indicates that repetition takes place in a realm even more private than individual consciousness. The external moves further outward and the internal further within. In Sasha's dream, the type of interaction she had between herself and her clock is submerged to the level of the unconscious. As Rhys maps the public and private spheres onto more extreme territory, the gap between Sasha and the world becomes dangerously wide.
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Sasha's dreams transport her to a futurist(ic) landscape populated by steel monsters and technology gone awry. 9 The first dream sequence appears in the beginning of the novel. Sasha takes some luminal and falls asleep to the "clock ticking on the ledge" (12). The narrator offers this account of her dream in which she tries to exit a crowded Underground station in London.
Everywhere Everyone is going to this Exhibition, moving toward the future, a future that Sasha wants to escape. She is being forced into the modern world in which technology is ubiquitous and celebrated. She is being directed to this future and there is no alternative route, no exit sign, no escape. The dream reenacts her waking anxiety about sameness and directionlessness; later in the novel she claims "North, south, east, west-they have no meaning for me" (30). 10 The word "passages" creates a direct link between the space in the dream and the pages of Rhys's novels.
As Rhys directs the reader through the space of Sasha's unconscious, she foreshadows that Sasha will be unable to escape the future she is approaching.
It is striking that the figure pointing her to this future has a hand made of steel, like the hand of a clock. Remember, it was a "clock ticking on the ledge" that ushered in Sasha's dream.
Again, the protagonist's future is controlled by the motion of a clock, marked by its ticking sound. And once again, she is out of sync with the rest of the world. But this externality does not bring Sasha comfort, as it did for Julia. The clock no longer offers escape from the future-rather it leads her inescapably towards it, both within and without of the dream. The dream continues, In the first dream, a man orders her to go to the Exhibition, despite her desire to do otherwise. This man's human hand is replaced with a steel one and he uses it to point to the Exhibition of Technology, to the future. In that dream, he is the automaton, not Sasha, and she feels guilty about being different. Sasha's relationship to the automaton-figure in the second dream is more complex and so is the figure itself. This machine cannot be mistaken for a man. It also has arms made of steel, reminiscent of the hands of a clock-but not just two, rather a countless number, with eyes or lights at the end instead of hands. Like the famous clockwork automata of the 18 th and 19 th century, this figure moves in time to music. But the music here is decidedly twentieth century, indicated by the slangy, jazz sound "hotcha." The machine has feminine traits such as thin arms and thick mascara, but it is not explicitly gendered. There is an image of a darkening Flynn 26 sky that instills fear in Sasha. But there is also an image of light that she finds very beautiful. It seems that she is not entirely surrounded by darkness. The beginning of this passage, once again, places Sasha in a position of externality. This machine is "all that is left in the world," yet she is separate from it, observing it from the outside. At the end of the passage, there seems to be a possibility of connection. The arms move in sync with the music. Sasha says she knows this music, she can sing this song, and she demonstrates the way that they move: "like this." Rhys puts 'Hotcha -hotcha -hotcha…' in quotation marks-Sasha is performing this piece out loud, with her voice and with her body.
This dream seems infused with a modicum of hope. Perhaps Sasha will find a place where she belongs, a being with which she has something in common. However, Sasha's identification with the machine is possible because the dream takes place outside of time. In a letter about the last chapters of this novel, Rhys wrote, "I wanted Sasha to enter the No time region there" (Wyndham and Melly 138). The world has ended and everything has been reduced to this enormous machine-it both is and is not a clockwork automaton; it both is and is not her.
In other words, her identification with the machine is merely a dream. At the end of this cycle of novels we see the logical conclusion of the relationship to time that Rhys initiated with the previous novels. When Julia imagines that she will have no future, she feels peaceful, purified, I don't need to look. I know.
I think: "Is it the blue dressing-gown, or the white one? That's very important. I must find that out-it's very important."
I take my arm away from my eyes. It is the white dressing-gown.
He stands there, looking down at me. Not sure of himself, his mean eyes flickering.
He doesn't say anything. Thank God, he doesn't say anything. I look straight into his eyes and despise another poor devil of a human being for the last time. For the last time… Then I put my arms round him and pull him down on to the bed, saying:
"Yes-yes-yes…" (190, original ellipses) Rhys depicts the simultaneous existence of Sasha's delusion and awareness. She sees the creepy commis voyageur; in fact, she reiterates that it is very important to verify his presence with her Flynn 29 own eyes. He looks down at her with "mean eyes flickering" and she "despises" him. The repetition of "for the last time" confirms that the end of something, her psychological life if not her physical one, is near. Yet she follows this morbid announcement with "Yes-yes-yes."
These lines are, of course, reminiscent of the end of Molly's monologue in the last episode of
Ulysses: "I put my arms around him yes and drew him down to me so he could feel my breasts all perfume yes and his heart was going like mad and yes I said yes I will Yes" (644). Rhys's novel has skipped over Joyce's elaborate build up to Molly's orgasmic conclusion, fast forwarded to the end of an extensive, detailed reminiscence, and thereby created a problematic temporal gap. By echoing Joyce's famous conclusion, Rhys underscores that her novel ends with a false affirmation. After Sasha's dream, where time has ceased to exist, Sasha's psychic break is even more marked than the previous protagonists'. She cannot imagine a life without a future, nor can she imagine a new future for herself into existence. Her attempt to do so "for the last time" leads to her destruction.
The world has changed: technology is at its center and global time is an inescapable force. It is futile to try to stop a clock, or imagine that stopping it will affect time itself. Yet, in each of the novels we have examined, this is precisely what the protagonists attempt to do. And modernist writers, fearful of modernity's homogenizing force, often followed a comparable path.
In an attempt to resist this force, their writing retreats from the outside world. Their novels cling to the realm of subjectivity as a bastion from the sinister side of modern progress and their narrative structure derives exclusively from their characters' personal experience, in particular, the personal experience of time. Rhys embraces this method of accessing and depicting private time. She participates in modernist experimentation with narrative point of view, drawing the reader further into the depths of her characters' psyche, revealing in painful detail their experiences of fear, suffering, desolation, and, most importantly, time. This experience is fragmented, unruly, and chaotic even as it follows a predictable cycle that repeats again and Flynn 30
again. However, in addition to these intimate and subjective portraits, Rhys simultaneously depicts public time. She not only acknowledges the clock-like structures of power that threaten her characters' survival, she co-opts their power to structure her cycle of novels, leveraging their irresistible and insidious repetition, thereby adding a new dimension of representative potential to modernist fiction.
The cycles of experience in her characters' lives derive from the powerful figures who control them: the older male lovers and the social structures that exclude them, from the families that reject them to the shops that will not hire them, from the restaurants that will not serve them to the hotels that will not house them. Rhys aligns these entities with the clock and depicts her characters' desire to control their lives through their fantasies about getting outside of time. She reimagines their struggle to remain young in view of the desolation that their old age inevitably holds as a literal battle against the clock. As the protagonists' lives tick by within this cycle of novels, the women morph into the mechanism that they seek to resist. From the ticking in Marya's head to Julia's run down clockwork toy, we see the protagonists' liminal space in society transformed into a liminal space between human and machine. Sasha fantasizes about completing that transformation and becoming an automaton-a creature that resembles a human, functions automatically, yet lives without emotion, free will, or independent thought. And, like the automaton figure in modern society, she elicits feelings of curiosity, suspicion, and repulsion.
Yet her dream of mechanical metamorphosis remains unrealized. As the novel depicts the growing importance and acceptance of technology within society, and as Sasha fails to acclimate to this trend, her alienation increases exponentially. Ultimately, despite the persistence of her humanity, there is no place for her within the human race. Rhys concludes that the modern subject must keep private time in sync with public time in order to survive. The depiction of her characters' failure to align these two dimensions is undoubtedly Rhys's triumph.
